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Summary

Phase tomography based on hard X-ray double-grating interferometry (XDGI) is a
well-established imaging technique for the three-dimensional visualization of soft tis-
sues, providing tomograms with superior contrast. The experimental setup contains
a beam-splitter grating and an analyzer grating. Both gratings have to be placed
and oriented with high precision for an optimized functioning of the interferometer.
The analyzer grating can be omitted, if the detection unit allows a direct detection
of the interference pattern. Such a setup is termed hard X-ray single-grating inter-
ferometer (XSGI). XSGI profits from easier handling, as only one grating needs to be
aligned, and from the related cost reduction. But, more importantly than that, for
the XSGI the spatial resolution is not limited by the period of the analyzer grating,
and for equal photon flux, the number of detected photons is increased by a factor
of about two. In the present thesis, a peripheral human nerve was embedded in
paraffin. In order to compare the performance of XSGI and XDGI for medically rel-
evant, low-absorbing specimens, for both modalities the specimen was measured at
the facility Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY), using synchrotron radiation.
Subsequently, the acquired tomograms were superimposed using rigid registration,
i.e. one dataset was translated and rotated to best fit the other one. Both techniques
allow resolving anatomical features of the nerve investigated, including epineurium,
perineurium, and endoneurium. Whereas the XDGI data exhibit a better contrast-
to-noise ratio, the XSGI tomogram shows an improved spatial resolution by a factor
close to two. Thus, it can be concluded that XSGI is the preferred approach for the
visualization of paraffin-embedded soft tissues.

Single-distance phase retrieval (SDPR) is a further phase-tomographic approach
based on the free-space propagation of the transmitted X rays, and therefore does
not require any additional X-ray optical elements. This method yields tomograms
with superior spatial resolution. In this study, it is shown how the combination of
SDPR and XDGI allows for a precise segmentation of a mouse brain tumor from
its surrounding tissue. First, prominent ring artifacts had to be removed from the
SDPR-tomogram, before the tomograms could be superimposed using a Helmet-
Transformation, i.e. one dataset was translated, rotated, and isotropically scaled
to best fit the other one. Finally, an appropriate clustering of the joint-histogram
using a watershed transformation resulted in a precise tumor localization.
The usage of a multiscale Hessian-based filter allows for the segmentation of the
vessel network from the surrounding tissue within a phase tomogram. In this thesis,
the segmented blood vessels from a brain tumor were compared with the ones from
the surrounding tissue. For the tumor investigated we could conclude: (i) the vessel
density in the tumor is increased by a factor of two, (ii) the averaged radius of the
tumor vessels is slightly larger, (iii) the longest vessels detected within the tumor
were three times shorter, and (iv) tortuosity measures were also found to be increased
for the case of the tumor. Such studies may help to qualitatively describe tumor
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formation and thereby contribute to the development of successful strategies against
cancer.
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Zusammenfassung
Computertomographie mit einem Zweigitterinterferometer (XDGI) ist eine beson-
ders leistungsfähige Methode, um Weichgewebe mit hohem Kontrast dreidimensio-
nal darzustellen. Ein solches Interferometer besteht aus einem Phasen- und einem
Absorptionsgitter, die beide mit hoher Präzision platziert und ausgerichtet werden
müssen. Auf das Absorptionsgitter kann verzichtet werden, wenn die Detektoreinheit
das Interferenzmuster direkt auflösen kann. Einen solchen Aufbau nennt man dann
Eingitterinterferometer (XSGI). XSGI ist nicht nur billiger und profitiert von einer
leichteren Handhabung als XDGI - was viel wichtiger ist - ist, dass das räumliche
Auflösungsvermögen beim XSGI nicht durch die Periode des Absorptionsgitters limi-
tiert ist und dass bei gleichem Photonenfluss die Anzahl der detektierten Photonen
ungefähr doppelt so gross ist. Für die vorliegende Studie wurde ein peripherer Nerv in
Paraffin eingebettet. Um die Leistungsfähigkeit von XSGI und XDGI anhand dieser
schwach absorbierenden, menschlichen Probe direkt zu vergleichen, wurde die Pro-
be am Deutschen Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) mittels Synchrotronsstrahlung
gemessen. Die erhaltenen Tomogramme wurden mittels einer starren Transformati-
on im dreidimensionalen Raum so verschoben und gedreht, dass sie bestmöglich in
Übereinstimmung miteinander sind. Beide dreidimensionalen Datensätze zeigen die
charakteristische Anatomie der Probe u.a. das Epineurium, das Perineurium und
das Endoneurium. Während XDGI einen etwas besseren Kontrast lieferte, war das
räumliche Auflösungsvermögen bei der XSGI-Messung fast doppelt so gut. Deshalb
sollte man für die Phasentomographie von in Paraffin eingebettetem Weichgewebe
XSGI bevorzugen.

Eine weitere Methode der Phasentomographie nutzt nur die Ausbreitung der Rönt-
genstrahlen nach dem Durchdringen der Probe und benötigt deshalb keine weiteren
röntgenoptische Elemente. Dieses Verfahren erzeugt Phasentomogramme mit sehr
hoher räumlicher Auflösung. Für das Verfahren verwendet man in Anlehnung an
den englischen Begriff “single-distance phase retrieval” die Abkürzung SDPR. Die
vorliegende Arbeit zeigt, dass sich SDPR und XDGI kombinieren lassen, um einen
Mäusegehirntumor von dem umliegenden Gewebe virtuell zu trennen. Dazu muss-
ten zunächst in dem SDPR Datensatz die zahlreichen Ringartefakte entfernt werden,
bevor die Tomogramme mittels einer Helmert-Transformation im dreidimensionalen
Raum so verschoben, gedreht und skaliert werden konnten, dass sie bestmöglich in
Übereinstimmung miteinander sind. Die geschickte Gruppierung des gemeinsamen
Histogramms ermöglicht schliesslich die präzise Unterscheidung von gesundem und
krankem Gewebe.
Die Verwendung eines sogenannten multiskalen Hesse-Filters erlaubt die Segmentie-
rung von Blutgefässen in einem Phasentomogramm vom umliegenden Gehirngewebe.
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurden die segmentierten Blutgefässe eines Tumors mit
denen des umliegenden Gewebes verglichen. Für den untersuchten Tumor konnten
folgende Schlussfolgerungen gezogen werden: (i) die Blutgefässdichte ist im Tumor
doppelt so gross, wie im gesunden Gewebe, (ii) die Kapillaren haben im Tumor
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einen grösseren mittleren Durchmesser, und (iii) die Blutgefässe sind im Tumor ge-
genüber dem umgebenden gesunden Gewebe stärker gewunden. Derartige Studien
können helfen, die Tumorbildung quantitativ zu beschreiben und dadurch bei der
Entwicklung von Strategien zur erfolgreichen Krebsbehandlung mithelfen.
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1 Introduction

Primary brain tumors are relatively uncommon, but they are associated with high
morbidity and mortality. In children and young adults, they are responsible for
approximately one out of three and one out of five cancer deaths, respectively, being
tied with leukemia as the most common causes of cancer death. In addition, long-
term consequences for children brain tumor survivors are also very common [1].
Amongst the malignant primary brain tumors, glioblastoma (GBM) is the most
common and it is up to date a devastating disease, with prognosis remaining espe-
cially poor. In detail, only one out of twenty patients with glioblastoma survives up
to five years upon diagnosis [1].
GBM is a highly vascularized tumor, thus angiogenic factors play a prominent role
in its onset and development. Amongst them, vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF), a potent mitogen of the vascular endothelial cells, has been studied exten-
sively. Several current therapeutic approaches targeting GBM have been focused on
VEGF-targeting and manipulation [2]. Nevertheless, bevazicumab, a monoclonal
anti-VEGF-A antibody that is used as adjuvant tumor therapy with some clinical
results in GBM, has not yielded a consistent effect on overall survival and several
questions on its efficacy and proposed use as a tumor adjuvant therapy remain
open [3, 4].
It is important to note, however, that even if the idea of anti-angiogenesis as a ther-
apeutic approach for tumor treatment in general is at least half a century old [1],
our present understanding on the field remains limited. VEGF, the most promis-
ing anti-angiogenic target to day, with good experience as adjuvant therapy [2], is
considered to only play a major role for two out of the at least six tumor vessel
categories. Given that out of these categories, four are not at all present in healthy
tissue, there is need for a better understanding of angiogenesis, both at a molecu-
lar level, but also at the level of the vascular micro-anatomy of tumor and healthy
tissue.
Furthermore, due to the intrinsic tumor heterogeneity that arises at a genetic level
and is passed down to molecular, anatomical and microvascular level, the visualiza-
tion of the entire vascular network is essential for the investigation of tumors [1,2].
Tumors are usually investigated by histology. The micrographs obtained by optical
microscopy provide sub-micrometer resolution with reasonable contrast depending
on the staining used, while immunohistochemistry also allows for the investigation
of tissue functionality. However, histology does not provide true isotropic three-
dimensional (3D) information, and can only be extended to the third dimension by
means of serial sectioning. This is a time-consuming procedure, requiring specialized
personnel and induces tissue deformation, such that difficult, non-rigid registration
is required for the generation of a three-dimensional volume [5]. Other techniques
such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or conventional computed tomography
(CT) do not fulfill the requirements due to insufficient spatial resolution or weak
contrast.
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Given the aforementioned requirements, synchrotron radiation-based micro com-
puted tomography (SRµCT) has proven itself to be a suitable imaging technique for
the visualization of a complete vascular network with a resolution able to resolve
even the smallest capillaries [6,7]. However, both studies used contrast agents such
as staining or corrosion casts to achieve sufficient contrast. Nevertheless, in order
to reduce systematic errors due to tissue preparation, a label-free imaging that bet-
ter reflects the situation prior to specimen extraction should be the long-term goal.
First investigations showed the potential of using SRµCT in phase-contrast mode
to achieve a label-free imaging of brain tissue [8, 9] avoiding the usage of contrast
agents, the associated leaking problems and the systematic errors introduced by
tedious specimen preparation.
The propagation of light through a medium can be described by the refractive index

n(x, y, z) = 1− δ(x, y, z) + iβ(x, y, z), (1.1)
where δ, the refractive index decrement, accounts for the phase shift and β accounts
for the attenuation of the wave, respectively [10]. For a single-component material
and for photon energies far from absorption edges

β = ρaσa
2k = 0.01[barn]ρak3

0

(
Z

k

)4
, (1.2)

δ = ρap

k
= 2πρaZre

k2 , (1.3)

where ρa is the atomic number density, σa the absorption cross section, p the phase
shift cross section, Z the atomic number, k the length of the wave vector, k0 the
length of a wave vector with wavelength of 1Å, and re the classical electron radius,
also known as the Thomson scattering length. Thus, for materials consisting of low-
Z elements, such as brain tissue, the total phase shift cross section for hard X rays
is about three orders of magnitude higher than the total absorption cross section
[11–13], making phase tomography the preferential modality for the investigation of
low-absorbing material.
The pioneer work for X-ray phase imaging was presented in 1965 by Bonse and
Hart. The basic idea of the presented interferometer is, that the first part of the
crystal acts as a beam splitter, the second part as two transmission mirrors and the
third part as analyzer crystal. The presented crystal interferometer, was capable
to acquire a Moiré pattern and induced phase shifts by introducing a lucite wedge.
X-ray crystal interferometry is considered to be the most sensitive technique for
phase shift detection, however, the field of view of the interferometer is limited
by the diameter of the crystal ingot from which the interferometer is fabricated
[14]. Nowadays, five decades later, there exists a variety of methods for the phase
retrieval and its application for computed tomography for the imaging of soft tissues,
such as X-ray double-grating interferometry [9], holotomography and in-line single
distance phase tomography [15], the usage of near-field speckles [16], and two-crystal
interferometer [17], or single-shot edge illumination [18].
For the investigation of low-Z elements double-grating interferometry has shown
to provide tomograms with superior contrast, also for the imaging of brain tissues
[8, 9]. Besides, propagation-based techniques have the advantage of not requiring
additional X-ray optical elements, and therefore are capable of providing images
with increased spatial resolution, but lower contrast as for instance achieved with
X-ray double-grating inteferometry [15,19].
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Double-grating phase-contrast µCT

This technique to recover the phase information is based on the Talbot effect. When
a plane wave transverses a periodic diffraction grating, self-images of the grating
are produced at distinct distances downstream [20, 21]. The grating interferometer
usually consists of two gratings, g1 the beamsplitter grating and g2 the analyzer
grating. For monochromatic parallel-beam illumination the self images occur at the
fractional Talbot distances

Dn = n
p2

1,e

2λ (1.4)

where λ denotes the wavelength of the incident plane wave. For phase gratings the
self-images occur at odd fractional Talbot orders (n = 1, 3, 5, ...) and for absorption
gratings at even fractional Talbot orders (n = 0, 2, 4, ...). The period of intensity
modulation is given by

p1,e = p1

η
, with

η = 1 for absorption and π/2–shift gratings
η = 2 1 for a π–shift gratings

where p1 is the period of the beam splitter grating. Introducing a specimen into the
beam induces a modulation of the wavefront Φ(x, y), resulting in a refraction of the
beam by an angle α, where

α(x) = λ

2π
∂Φ(x)
∂x

=
∫ ∞
−∞

∂δ(x)
∂x

dz. (1.5)

The angular deviation in the beam induces a transverse shift of the interference
pattern, S(x), at the location of the analyzer grating given by

S(x) = λd

g2

∂Φ(x)
∂x

. (1.6)

To recover the differential of the wavefront phase profile the phase-stepping ap-
proach used in visible-light interferometry is applied [22]. This technique achieves
an electron density resolution, which is typically higher than 1 electron per nm3 [9]
and therefore provides images with high contrast even for a low-absorbing specimen,
such as it is the case for brain tissues [8, 9].

Single-distance in-line phase-contrast µCT

The derivation of the conventional absorption contrast tomography reconstruction
algorithm is based on geometrical optics and does therefore not incorporate the phase
information of the electromagnetic waves. Therefore, in conventional absorption-
contrast tomography the detector is brought as close as possible to the specimen, in
order to minimize scattering effects. Towards this purpose, a decoherer can also be
used.
In comparison, free-space propagation-based µCT uses these scattering effects to
derive the local phase change within the specimen. Due to propagation distance,
the recorded radiographs contain absorption and phase information, where under the
condition of weak defocusing, the phase information can be interpreted as Laplacian
of the phase of the wavefront after transmitting the sample [23]. Many approaches
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have been developed to retrieve the phase information using, e.g, a single distance
approach [24, 25] or holotomography [26]. In this thesis the phase retrieval was
performed using the method derived by Paganin et al. [27]. The algorithm is based
on the transport of intensity equation (TIE) for a paraxial, monochromatic beam

∇⊥ · (I(r⊥, z)∇⊥ϕ(r⊥, z)) = −2π
λ

∂

∂z
I(r⊥, z), (1.7)

whre I(r⊥, z) is the intensity, and ϕ(r⊥, z) the phase of the beam, and the position
vector r⊥ lies in the plane perpendicular to the optic axis z [28]. Assuming a weak-
absorbing single-component specimen, in the near-field, the inverse problem can be
solved by:

ϕ(r⊥, z = 0) = δ

2β loge

F−1
(F{I(r⊥, z = D)/I0}

1 + Dλδ|k⊥|2
4πβ

), (1.8)

where I0 denotes the intensity of the incident radiation, D the specimen-detector
distance, and F the Fourier transform [27]. Despite the assumption of a single-
component material, the algorithm has proven itself to be also robust for multi-
component materials and soft tissue in particular [15].
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2 Results

2.1 Single and double grating-based microtomography using
synchrotron radiation

So far commercially available detector modules were not large enough to detect the
interference pattern from the beam-splitter grating for centimetre-sized specimens
with micrometer resolution, such that the grating interferometer setup needed to
consist of two gratings, whereby the second one acted as an analyzer grating. In this
study, we make use of a newly available detector module, thus allowing for the direct
detection of the interference patter for centimetre sized specimens. The XSGI profits
from easier handling, as only one grating has to be aligned, and from the related
cost reduction. More importantly, spatial resolution is not limited by the analyzer
grating period, and for the same flux, the number of detected photons is increased
by a factor of about two. In this study we present a quantitative comparison of the
well-established XDGI and the not yet common XSGI. The biological specimen used
for the measurement was a paraffin-embedded human peripheral nerve. Both data
sets allowed identifying anatomical structures of the specimen. The XSGI showed
a reduced contrast-to-noise ratio, but an improvement of the spatial resolution by a
factor of about two, in comparison to XDGI.

Published in Journal of Applied Physics Letter
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Hard X-ray phase contrast imaging techniques have become most suitable for the non-destructive
three-dimensional visualization of soft tissues at the microscopic level. Among the hard X-ray grat-
ing interferometry methods, a single-grating approach (XSGI) has been implemented by simplify-
ing the established double-grating interferometer (XDGI). We quantitatively compare the XSGI
and XDGI tomograms of a human nerve and demonstrate that both techniques provide sufficient
contrast to allow for the distinction of tissue types. The two-fold binned data show spatial resolu-
tion of (5.2 6 0.6) lm and (10.7 6 0.6) lm, respectively, underlying the performance of XSGI in
soft tissue imaging. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4975679]

X-ray grating interferometry (XGI) is a phase contrast
imaging technique with distinctive contrast for applications
and future developments in materials science, biomedical
engineering, and beyond. Using synchrotron radiation, X-ray
double-grating interferometry (XDGI) is one of the most
powerful techniques in current use, due to its superior con-
trast, despite generally providing inferior spatial resolution
compared to in-line methods.1,2 Since the pixel size of com-
mercially available detector modules is generally larger than
the features of the obtained interference pattern from the
beam-splitter grating g1, grating interferometers often consist
of two gratings, whereby the second one acts as an analyzer
grating g2.3 The spatial resolution of such a set-up is limited
by the periodicity of the analyzer grating.3 Thus, the X-ray
single-grating interferometer (XSGI) profits from easier han-
dling, as only one grating has to be aligned, and from the
related cost reduction. Most importantly, spatial resolution is
not limited by the analyzer grating period, and for the same
flux, the number of detected photons is increased by a factor
of about two. Several research teams have performed phase
tomography with a single-grating setup, including the proof
of principle study by Takeda et al.4 The three-page letter
belongs to the first publications in the field and shows the
feasibility of the approach. The explanations are corrobo-
rated by preliminary synchrotron radiation-based experi-
ments on a two-component polymer with a limited field of
view (FOV) of 1.3 mm2. The authors mention in their proof-
of-principle study 8 lm spatial resolution and a 9 mg/cm3

detection limit of density deviation. As the authors only
briefly explained how the quantities were derived, one has to
consider them as estimates. It remains unclear how the
refractive index deviation was evaluated from the noise.
Thus, the letter is in line with the communications of other
teams.5 Furthermore, due to the small FOV, both settings
used do not allow for a tomography of a centimeter-sized
biomedical specimen with the necessary resolution of a few
micrometers within a reasonable acquisition time. So far,
there exists no detailed study on the quantitative evaluation
of the XSGI performance in comparison to a well-
established X-ray imaging technique.

For tissues, which are mainly composed of low atomic
number elements, the phase-shift cross-section for X-rays is
about 103 times higher than for the related absorption.6,7

Therefore, X-ray phase contrast techniques exhibit superior
contrast between internal anatomical structures within soft
tissues not seen in standard absorption techniques.8 In partic-
ular, peripheral nerves are attractive, because numerous ani-
mal models for nerve regeneration are available, and these
studies often lack appropriate three-dimensional imaging
with true micrometer resolution.9,10 The models often rely
on bio-engineered scaffolds, and here, detailed microstruc-
tural knowledge allows for targeted modification of the scaf-
folds’ properties and biocompatibility.11 Recent studies
indicate that hard X-ray micro computed tomography, espe-
cially with synchrotron radiation, is well-suited to solve
imaging tasks for animal models.12,13 For the present com-
munication, a human peripheral nerve was chosen, as the
preparation procedure is standard in pathology, while the
spatial resolution necessary to make the nerve anatomy visi-
ble is less ambitious than for the rodent peripheral nerve.
The purpose of the present study is to make a direct compari-
son between XSGI and XDGI while analyzing a human
peripheral nerve, which necessarily has to include both spa-
tial resolution and the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR).

The tomography measurements were carried out at the
beamline P07 (PETRA III, DESY, Hamburg, Germany),
operated by the Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht.14 An undu-
lator source, in combination with a double-crystal monochro-
mator consisting of two Si(111) Laue crystals on Rowland
geometry, was used. Photon energy was set to 40 keV with
an estimated photon flux of around 6! 1013 s"1 mm"2.

XSGI measurement was performed using a beam-
splitter grating with a periodicity of pðsÞ1 ¼ 4:8 lm and a Si
structure height of 7 lm, in order to induce a phase shift of
p=2 for the photon energy selected. This results in self-
images of the beam-splitter grating with a periodicity pðsÞ1

and maximal contrast at the fractional Talbot distances

dn p=2ð Þ ¼ n
p2

1

2k
; (1)
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where n denotes an odd integer and k denotes the wavelength
of the incoming photons.15

The XDGI measurement was performed using a beam-
splitter grating gðdÞ1 with a periodicity of pðdÞ1 ¼ 4.8 lm and a
Si structure height of 14 lm, typically used to achieve a
phase shift of p.16,17 The gold lines of the analyzer
grating gðdÞ2 had a structure height of &100 lm with a period-
icity of pðdÞ2 ¼ 2.4 lm, corresponding to a transmission of
only about 8%. The set-up for the XDGI measurement indu-
ces an interference pattern with a period pðdÞ1 =2 and maximal
contrast at the fractional Talbot distances

dn pð Þ ¼ n
p2

1

8k
; (2)

where n is an odd integer.15

For both methods, we acquired 900 projections over
360'. At each projection angle, five phase-step images over
one period of the interference pattern were recorded. With an
exposure time of 140 ms per phase-step, this resulted in a
scan time of almost 4 h. During camera readout and move-
ment of the mechanical stages, the beam shutter was closed, in
order to avoid unnecessary irradiation on the sample. The
radiographs were recorded using a camera manufactured at the

Institute for Data Processing and Electronics (Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany) with a CMOS
chip (CMOSIS, Antwerp, Belgium), featuring a 20 Megapixel
(5,120! 3,840) resolution with 6.4 lm-sized square pixels and
a 100 lm thick CdWO4 scintillator as an imaging detector.
Both measurements were performed using a magnification of
five, resulting in an effective pixel length of 1.3 lm.

For an adequate comparison of the two measurement
techniques, the signal for both techniques should be compa-
rable. Due to the gratings chosen, the inter-distance of the

phase grating gðsÞ1 and the camera (C) had to be twice the dis-

tance gðdÞ1 gðdÞ2 .18 In addition, similar relative visibility from
its respective maximum was achieved by the condition

gðdÞ1 gðdÞ2 relativeVisibility ¼ gðdÞ1 gðdÞ2 maximalVisiblity " s; (3)

gðsÞ1 CrelativeVisiblity ¼ gðsÞ1 CmaximalVisiblity þ 4! s; (4)

where s denotes the distance away from maximal visibility.15

Therefore, the distance between gðdÞ1 and gðdÞ2 was 248 mm,
close to the third fractional Talbot order, and the distance
between gðsÞ1 and C was 496 mm, close to the first fractional
Talbot order. For the synchrotron radiation source, visibility

FIG. 1. X-ray phase tomography slice (a) of the human nerve using XDGI (top) and XSGI (bottom). The epineurium (violet), perineurium (yellow), and endo-
neurium (red) are clearly distinguishable for both techniques. The region enclosed by the cyan square is displayed for binning factors of 1! 1 (b), 2! 2 (c),
3! 3 (d), 4! 4 (e), 5! 5 (f), and 6! 6 (g). For both techniques, the grayscale bar was optimized for the respective figure displayed in (c), see also Fig. 2.
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differences in the first fractional Talbot orders are
negligible.15

The biological specimen used for the measurement was
a human peripheral nerve, obtained post-mortem from a
donated body. Informed consent for scientific use was
obtained beforehand. All procedures were conducted in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and were
approved by the Ethikkommission Nordwestschweiz. The
peripheral nerve was extracted from the donated body and
fixed in 4 % histological-grade buffered formalin. It was sub-
sequently dehydrated and embedded in a paraffin/plastic
polymer mixture, according to standard pathology procedure.
The cylindrical sample for the tomography measurement
was extracted from the paraffin block, using a metal punch
with an inner diameter of 6 mm and was subsequently
mounted on a specialized sample holder for the tomography
data acquisition.

The phase-retrieved projections were achieved using a
pixel-wise Fourier analysis. Then, the phase contrast tomo-
grams were reconstructed using the standard filtered back-
projection algorithm19 implemented in MatlabVR (2014a, The
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA) employing a
modified filter kernel (Hilbert transform).20 It has already
been shown that the optimization of tomograms can be
achieved using the optimized binning factor.21 As we did not
know this factor a priori, each dataset was reconstructed
with the binning factors (n 2 f1; :::; 6; 12g). We also verified
that the sequence of the reconstruction process had no effect
on the final results, by performing the binning at selected
process steps along the reconstruction pipeline, namely, on
the raw projections (only possible for XDGI), phase-
retrieved images, and after integration. All three reconstruc-
tion sequences yielded almost identical results. Furthermore,
we needed to account for the fact that the specimen was
unmounted between the measurements. In detail, to compare
the datasets for the applied binning factors, we performed
rigid registration using a Powell optimizer and the Mattes
mutual information metric. Translation registration was suf-
ficient, since rotation invariance was assured by the mount-
ing stage. For dataset resampling, we chose the nearest
neighbor interpolator, so that the registration had no signifi-
cant influence on the histogram of the floating image.
Registration itself was performed using the library provided
by ITK.22

Fig. 1 shows a characteristic slice of a human nerve pro-
vided by XDGI and XSGI, respectively. For both techniques,
one can observe the main anatomical features of the nerve,
wherein the epineurium, perineurium, and endoneurium are
clearly distinguishable (see Fig. 1). Blood vessels are visible
in the connective tissue, as well as nerve fascicles enclosed
by the perineurium. The streak artefacts noticeable in both
reconstructions originate from air-filled cracks in the paraf-
fin. The XDGI images also contain prominent artefacts, due
to air bubble formation during data acquisition. The most
likely explanation is that the rougher paraffin surface
allowed for the formation of micro air bubbles while insert-
ing the specimen into the water tank, which then grow during
irradiation. Therefore, smoothing of the paraffin reduces the
artefacts from growing air bubbles at the paraffin surface.23

The histograms of the selected regions of interest (ROIs)
of the XDGI and XSGI are shown in Fig. 2. The related
mean and standard deviation values of the Gaussian distribu-
tions for selected tissues are listed in Table I. Quantitatively,
we can define the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) for a specific
feature as jxf eature

0 " xparaf f in
0 j=rparaf f in, where x0 denotes the

FIG. 2. Histogram for selected ROIs (top), water (green), paraffin
(magenta), nerve fascicles with increased lipid composition (red), connec-
tive tissue (cyan), and connective tissue with increased formalin perfusion/
dried out paraffin (blue) for XDGI (top) and XSGI (bottom), reconstructed
with a binning factor of two. The corresponding histograms were fitted with
Gaussians. The fitting parameters are listed in Table I and the resulting con-
trast-to-noise ratios are listed in Table II. The cyan curves’ histograms
belong to the zoom-ins in Fig. 1.
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expectation value of a homogeneous region and r the corre-
sponding standard deviation.24 As the mean values of the
peaks for both techniques are almost identical, the difference
in contrast is predominantly given by the difference in the
standard deviation of the paraffin peak. The findings illus-
trated in Fig. 3(a) show the power law dependence of the
contrast-to-noise ratio on the binning factor, in comparison
to the square dependence in standard absorption contrast.21,25

The CNR was significantly lower for the XSGI, but this
observed difference decreased when binning factors were

increased. The selected results of the CNR analysis are listed
in Table II.

Spatial resolution can be defined as the intersection of
the normalized modulation transfer function (MTF) with its
10 % value.21 For the calculation, we have chosen a region
at the paraffin-water interface, where the edge was almost
parallel to the y-axis. In order to reduce noise effects, we
applied the MTF to the median of the xz-plane over a height
of around 50 lm. The results are plotted in Fig. 3(a) and con-
firm that XSGI provides images with higher resolution com-
pared to ones acquired with XDGI. The spatial resolution of
the XSGI was almost twice as high as that of the XDGI for
the binning factors used.

Analogously to standard absorption contrast,21 we can
introduce the dimensionless quality factor q ¼ c! 1=
ðk! r1=3Þ. For its calculation, we decided to take the paraf-
fin width, similar to our approach to the CNR calculation,
due to the homogeneity of the structure. The constant c fol-
lows directly from the proportionality of the decrement of
the reflective index and the electron density, but was set to
unity for the calculation of the quality factor. For both tech-
niques, the quality factor reached its maximum for a binning
factor of around two for the selected tissue (see Fig. 3(b)).
From the approximate proportionality of the refractive index
difference and the density difference, we received an estima-
tion of the detection limit of the density deviation of
(6.9 6 0.7) mg/cm3 for XDGI and (22.9 6 0.7) mg/cm3 for
the XSGI for a binning factor of two.

In conclusion, we present in this study a quantitative
comparison of the well-established XDGI and the not yet
common XSGI. Despite the lower CNR of XSGI, the con-
trast was sufficient to identify the internal structure.
Moreover, XSGI shows an improvement of the spatial reso-
lution by a factor of about two. If the three times lower con-
trast in the unfiltered tomograms is sufficient for the
investigation of the internal structure of the specimen, as it
was in this study, XSGI is preferable to XDGI.

TABLE I. List of fitting parameters derived from the Gaussian fits in Fig. 2, where x0 denotes the expectation value and r2 the variance of the Dd values for
different tissue types.

XDGI XSGI

Tissue type x0=10"8 r=10"8 x0=10"8 r=10"8

Preparation-affected connective tissue 3.22 6 0.01 0.14 6 0.01 3.63 6 0.01 0.37 6 0.01

Nerve fascicles 0.31 6 0.01 0.16 6 0.01 0.22 6 0.01 0.37 6 0.01

Water 0.09 6 0.01 0.10 6 0.01 0.10 6 0.01 0.33 6 0.01

Paraffin "0.74 6 0.01 0.11 6 0.01 "0.75 6 0.01 0.32 6 0.01

Connective tissue I 0.76 6 0.03 0.46 6 0.02 0.93 6 0.03 0.83 6 0.02

Connective tissue II 0.15 6 0.02 0.26 6 0.03 0.03 6 0.05 0.43 6 0.04

Connective tissue III "0.32 6 0.01 0.17 6 0.01 "0.65 6 0.02 0.34 6 0.01

FIG. 3. (a) Spatial (dashed) and density (solid) resolution (standard devia-
tion of the paraffin peak) versus binning factor. (b) Calculated dimensionless
quality factor q versus binning factor. The fits were derived by using the fits
from the upper figure. Both curves exhibit a maximum near a binning factor
of two.

TABLE II. List of selected contrast-to-noise ratios calculated from the fit-

ting parameters in Fig. 2.

XDGI XSGI

Water 7.55 6 1.14 2.66 6 0.15

Nerve fascicles 9.55 6 1.26 3.03 6 0.10

Affected connective tissue 36.00 6 3.40 13.69 6 0.43
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2.2 High-resolution brain tumor visualization using X-ray phase
tomography

Already in 2007 Pfeiffer et al. [29] demonstrated that XDGI provides the neces-
sary sensitivity for the identification of brain tumors in rats and the discrimination
between white and gray matter in the cerebellum. And more recently, the com-
plementarity of XDGI and SDPR phase tomography for the visualization of brain
tumor specimens has been elucidated [15, 19]. We report in this study on advances
in brain tumor imaging without the use of any contrast agent and with no need for
tedious specimen preparation. A mouse brain tumor was measured ex-vivo after
formalin fixation by means of XDGI and SDPR. Both techniques enabled us to vi-
sualize anatomical regions and features including, e.g., the hippocampal formation,
thalamus, hypothalamus, ventricles, vessels and pia mater. The increased spatial
resolution provided by SDPR even allowed for the detection of small capillaries and
individual neurons. A post multi-model analysis allowed for a proper segmentation
of the tumorous tissue by means of joint-histogram clustering and without the need
of any sophisticated segmentation algorithm. In order to perform this measurement,
we developed a tumor extraction tool using augmented reality [30] and an artefact
removal protocol for high-resolution micro computed tomography.

To be submitted (target Journal of Synchrotron Radiation)
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We report on advances in brain tumor imaging avoiding contrast
agents and tedious specimen preparation. A mouse brain tumor
was measured ex vivo after formalin fixation by means of syn-
chrotron radiation-based hard X-ray single-distance in-line (SDPR)
and double-grating (XDGI) phase tomography. Owing to an improved,
two-step procedure for ring artefact removal, both techniques allowed
for the discrimination between grey and white matter, as well as
between healthy and cancerous tissues. Anatomical features were per-
ceived, including the olfactory bulb, cortex, white matter tracts, ventri-
cles, vessels and the pia mater. In addition, the increased spatial resolu-
tion provided by SDPR even allowed for the detection of smaller cap-
illaries and individual neurons. Multi-modal post-analysis helped in
properly segmenting the tumor by means of joint histogram clustering
and without the need for a sophisticated segmentation algorithm. As
both techniques are non-destructive, they allow for subsequent inves-
tigation of the specimens by standard histological analysis.

1. Introduction

Post-mortem brain tumor diagnosis and classification, for almost a
century, has been entirely dependent on observations made with opti-
cal microscopes. Nevertheless, in 2016, the World Health Organi-
zation Classification of Tumors of the Central Nervous System was
changed to incorporate recent developments in molecular diagnos-
tics (Louis et al., 2016). In this rapidly growing field, visualisation
methods are being developed constantly, adapted and applied, for both
brain tumor research and for clinical applications. The main reasons
behind the need for additional, complementary visualisation methods
are shortcomings in the gold standard itself, i.e. histology or elec-
tron microscopy, which are both two-dimensional approaches requir-
ing staining or the use of more sophisticated probes and can only be
extended to the third dimension by means of serial sectioning. This
destructive process requires considerable time and technical exper-
tise. Even when successful, serial sectioning provides considerably
reduced resolution in the third dimension – usually ten times lower –
with respect to its lateral resolution. In addition, the sectioning process
itself deforms the tissue, such that difficult, non-rigid registration is
required for the generation of a three-dimensional volume (Germann
et al., 2008; Schulz et al., 2010a).

In contrast, X-ray tomography is a well-established technique that
reflects the in vivo situation, providing images with isotropic voxel
size and true micrometre resolution for centimetre-sized specimens.

While common absorption-contrast technique yields only limited con-
trast for non-stained brain tissues (Schulz et al., 2010b), for photon
energies ≥10 keV, and far from any absorption edges, the total phase-
scattering cross-section for tissues of low atomic number can be three
orders of magnitude higher than the total absorption cross-section
(Bonse & Busch, 1996; Momose, 2002; Als-Nielson & McMor-
row, 2011) making phase tomography preferential for the investiga-
tion of brain tissue. Based on this fact, Pfeiffer et al. (2007a) demon-
strated that double grating-based phase tomography (XDGI) provides
the necessary sensitivity for identifying brain tumors in rats and dif-
ferentiating between white and grey matter in the cerebellum. More
recently, the complementarity of grating- and in line-based (SDPR)
phase tomography for visualising tumor specimens has been eluci-
dated (Lang et al., 2014; Zanette et al., 2013).

In this post-mortem study, we employ phase tomography to visu-
alise a brain tumor, intentionally grown in a mouse brain, with the sur-
rounding healthy tissues avoiding the application of contrast agents.
We report on advances in multi-modal phase tomography using XDGI
and SDPR. In detail, we demonstrate the improvement with respect
to spatial resolution achieved by using SDRP, even allowing for the
detection of small- to medium-sized neurons. Furthermore, we show
that the lack of contrast often reported (Lang et al., 2014; Huang
et al., 2015), to some extent, is a result of the high spatial resolution
achieved and can therefore be improved by binning the radiographs
(Thurner et al., 2004). Especially interesting is that the registration of
the phase tomography datasets leads to improved tumor segmentation
by means of joint histogram clustering.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Sample Preparation

One nude mouse (CD-1-Foxn1nu, Charles River Laboratories,
France) eight weeks of age, weighting 24 g was used for the exper-
iment. Murine glioma cells (GL261 cells) were implanted into the
right frontal lobe, using a stereotactic frame for head fixation. In vivo
magnetic resonance experiments were performed, using a PharmaS-
can 47/16 MRI system equipped with a 4.7 T magnet with a 16 cm
bore diameter and a cryogenic quadrature RF surface transmit/receive
coil (Bruker BioSpin Ettlingen, Germany). During the in vivo experi-
ments, the animal was placed on a customised support equipped with
a stereotactic system for head fixation and a face mask for anaesthetic
administration (isofluorane 1.5 % to 2 %). A cannula for the admin-
istration of the contrast agent was inserted into the right tail vein. All
the experiments were performed in strict adherence with Swiss law for
animal protection and were approved by the local authorities (license
ZH 168/2010). The mouse was sacrificed by cervical dislocation at
day 15 following tumor inoculation. A cylindrical specimen with a
diameter of 3 mm containing brain and tumor was explanted using
augmented reality assistance (Schneider et al., 2015) and fixed in 4 %
phosphate-buffered formaldehyde using a straw. A straw was chosen
as a thin container wall was required. The form-fitting container also
reduced the likelihood of bubble formation. The total size of the spec-
imen was ∼ 40 mm3.

2.2. Data acquisition

All ex vivo measurements were carried out at the beamline ID19
(European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), Grenoble, France).
For the illumination, a single-harmonic undulator (u17.6) was used
with a mean photon energy of 19.6 keV. Hence, the bandwidth of the
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radiation used for imaging is the native bandwidth of the harmonic of
the source: around 10 %. The sample was first measured using XDGI,
followed by a subsequent measurement using SDPR.

2.2.1. X-ray double-grating interferometry The interferometer con-
sisted of a phase grating g1 with a periodicity of 4.8 µm and a Si
structure height of 23 µm, in order to induce a phase shift of π and an
analyser grating g2 with a periodicity of 2.4 µm and an Au structure
height of 50 µm. The experiments were performed at the eleventh frac-
tional Talbot order, resulting in an inter-grating distance of 465 mm.
For the tomographic reconstruction, 1000 equiangular radiographs
over 360◦ were recorded. For phase retrieval, the phase stepping tech-
nique (Weitkamp et al., 2005), with four images over one period of
the interference pattern at each projection angle was used. The detec-
tion system (FReLoN 2K, ESRF, Grenoble, France, lens-coupled to
a scintillator screen (Douissard et al., 2012)) had an effective pixel
length of 5 µm and was placed about 3 cm downstream of grating g2.
Each image was acquired with an exposure time of 1 s resulting in
a total acquisition time of around 3 h. For measurement, the speci-
men was located in a water tank with parallel polymethylmethacrylat
plates around 10 cm upstream grating g1, to increase sensitivity. Phase
retrieval using Fourier analysis, and the reconstruction using a Hilbert
transform in combination with a back-projection algorithm (Pfeiffer
et al., 2007b), was performed using in-house scripts in MATLAB R⃝

(2016a, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts USA).

2.2.2. Single-distance phase retrieval For inline X-ray phase contrast
using partially coherent illumination, no X-ray optical elements are
required. Only a drift space between sample and detector is intro-
duced, termed propagation distance. Due to propagation distance,

recorded radiographs obtain both absorption and phase information.
The phase information can be interpreted as Laplacian of the phase of
the wavefront after transmitting the sample (Cloetens, 1999). Paganin
et al. (2002) derived an algorithm for phase retrieval for single-
component material based on the transportation of the intensity equa-
tion (TIE), if the object and the detector plane fulfill the near-field
condition. Despite the assumption of a single-component material,
the algorithm has proven itself to be robust also for multi-component
materials, and soft tissue in particular (Lang et al., 2014). SDPR mea-
surements were performed at a sample-detector distance of 202 mm.
Over 360◦, 2000 equiangular projections were acquired. Radiographs
were recorded using the FReLoN E2V (ESRF, Grenoble, France, lens-
coupled to a scintillator screen (Douissard et al., 2012)), with an
effective pixel size of 1.87 µm. Exposure time per radiograph was
0.2 s resulting in a total acquisition time of around 27 minutes per
height step. Due to the small effective pixel size, two height steps
were necessary to image the whole sample, which were combined
after reconstruction by translation registration using nearest neighbour
interpolation. The phase retrieval itself was performed in ANKAphase
(Weitkamp et al., 2011) with a δ/β ratio of 1546, corresponding to the
ratio for water for photons with an energy of 19.6 keV. The subse-
quently achieved phase projections were reconstructed using the stan-
dard filtered back-projection algorithm (Kak & Slaney, 1988) imple-
mented in MATLAB R⃝ (2016a, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Mas-
sachusetts USA).

3. Results

The SDPR-slices contained dominant ring artefacts, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. Their severity is also related to the low contrast provided by the
specimen. The main reconstruction challenge was not only to remove
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Figure 1
The ring artefact removal protocol used for the reconstruction of SDPR data: (a) The sinogram before phase retrieval, using standard weighting of the flatfields (left)
and translation-registration of the flatfields prior to division (right), respectively. The region enclosed by the red rectangle is displayed in (b,top), while (b,bottom)
shows the same zoom-in after subtracting a high-pass filtered mean projection. The tomographic slices reconstructed from the sinograms are displayed in (c) and
(d), respectively, showing a characteristic slice of the specimen.
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the ring artefacts, but also to maintain the radiographs’ true
information. To achieve this goal, we developed a recon-
struction protocol for high-resolution tomography. We first
improved false pixel mapping by using translation registration
to map accurately the flatfields to the projections. The effect
of flatfield registration is displayed in Fig. 1(a). The remaining
artefacts were then removed by subtracting a high-frequency
filtered averaged projection, see Fig. 1(b), taken for each pro-
jection over a range of 54◦, i.e. 300 projections. A more
detailed description of the ring-artefact compensation proto-

col is given by Thalmann et al. (2017b). Fig. 1(c) displays a
phase-reconstructed slice, using the standard weighting of the
flatfields. Fig. 1(d) shows the corresponding slice, using the
developed ring artefact removal protocol.

Fig. 2 shows a cross-section through the centre of the tumor
and indicates true cellular resolution with reasonable contrast
provided by SDPR. Owing to the spatial resolution provided,
individual cells are unequivocally identified across the whole
specimen area, albeit more frequently inside the tumor, as
expected. Blood vessels are also visualised, ranging from rela-
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Figure 2
A cross-section of the mouse brain specimen with a tumor, visualised by means of SDPR. White matter tracts are indicated by green-coloured asterisks, major blood
vessels are indicated by red-coloured asterisks and the location of the pia mater is shown by the orange-coloured asterisk. The region enclosed by the red square is
displayed for binning factors of 1 × 1 (b), 2 × 2 (c), 3 × 3 (d), 4 × 4 (e), 5 × 5 (f), 6 × 6 (g), 7 × 7 (h), 8 × 8 (i), 9 × 9 (k), 10 × 10 (l), 11 × 11 (m) and 12 × 12 (n).
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tively large examples (indicated by the red-coloured asterisks),
to smaller capillaries. Nevertheless, to be able to distinguish
the latter from cells, a three-dimensional approach is neces-
sary. The contrast of the tomogram allows for distinguish-
ing between the tumor, which shows an increased signal, and
healthy brain tissue. Finally, the contrast provided by SDPR
is also sufficient to identify clearly white matter tracts (green-
coloured asterisks), as well as the pia mater (orange-coloured
asterisk), from their surroundings. These findings were veri-
fied by histology. The top and bottom of the image in Fig. 2
are located at the specimen-container interface. High edge
enhancement at the interface, caused by the strong local change
in the refractive index, is not treated appropriately by the
Paganin filter and becomes blurred, thereby causing a gradient
at the specimen-container interface. For binning factors (BFs)
up to six, an increase in contrast can even be identified by visual
inspection.

This result is also supported by the findings in Fig. 3, show-
ing the histograms for a selected ROI in the centre of the image,
in order to minimise gradient effects induced by the container,
including the three tissue types (white matter (WM), grey mat-
ter (GM), tumor (T)). The fitting parameters for the histograms
are listed in Table 6, with the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR)
defined as CNRi = |µi − µContainer|/σContainer, where µ denotes
the expectation value and σ the standard deviation of the cor-
responding Gaussian fit. The expectation values were almost
constant for all BFs (µGM = 7.15 ± 0.01; µT = 7.20 ± 0.05;
µWM = 7.09 ± 0.03). Spatial resolution, defined as the
intersection between the normalised modulation transfer func-
tion (MTF) and its 10 % value (Thurner et al., 2004; Müller
et al., 2002), was calculated using the sample-formalin inter-
face.

Table 6
Standard deviation (σ) of the Gaussian fits corresponding to white matter
(WM), grey matter (GM) and the tumor (T), together with the contrast-to-
noise ratio (CNR) for grey matter and the calculated spatial resolution (λ),
for the datasets reconstructed with selected binning factors (BFs). Gr denotes
the XDGI measurement.

BF σGM /109 σT /109 σWM /109 CNRGM λ [µm]

1 4.22 ± 0.57 9.07 ± 0.24 5.51 ± 1.56 23.37 ± 0.06 2.17 ± 0.31
2 2.50 ± 0.04 6.10 ± 0.09 4.55 ± 0.07 27.16 ± 0.07 3.72 ± 0.19
3 2.18 ± 0.02 4.73 ± 0.05 3.50 ± 0.05 29.38 ± 0.09 5.60 ± 0.28
4 1.95 ± 0.02 3.58 ± 0.06 2.83 ± 0.06 32.28 ± 0.13 7.47 ± 0.37
5 1.89 ± 0.03 3.58 ± 0.07 2.77 ± 0.06 32.78 ± 0.15 9.34 ± 0.47
6 1.80 ± 0.03 3.30 ± 0.07 2.65 ± 0.07 34.70 ± 0.20 11.06 ± 0.56
7 1.68 ± 0.03 2.96 ± 0.07 2.58 ± 0.09 37.20 ± 0.26 12.88 ± 0.64
8 1.75 ± 0.03 3.00 ± 0.08 2.57 ± 0.09 37.52 ± 0.23 14.94 ± 0.75
9 1.74 ± 0.04 2.84 ± 0.09 2.42 ± 0.11 39.02 ± 0.28 16.81 ± 0.84

10 1.66 ± 0.04 2.78 ± 0.09 2.51 ± 0.12 39.23 ± 0.31 18.29 ± 0.91
11 1.72 ± 0.04 2.79 ± 0.10 2.49 ± 0.13 39.17 ± 0.30 20.06 ± 1.00
12 1.66 ± 0.05 2.74 ± 0.10 2.49 ± 0.14 39.74 ± 0.27 21.89 ± 1.09

Gr 0.86 ± 0.02 1.37 ± 0.03 0.62 ± 0.08 52.27 ± 0.91 21.55 ± 0.60
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Figure 3
Illustration of the high increase in image contrast achieved by binning a
selected ROI. The left peak corresponds to white matter (WM), the centre peak
to grey matter (GM) and the right peak to the tumor (T). Gaussian fitting param-
eters are listed in Table 6.
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Figure 4
Observe the region (azure-coloured asterisk) close to the top of the tumor, pre-
sumably attributed to the inflammation reaction and bleeding around the needle
insertion path. The larger vessels in the middle of the image (green-coloured
asterisk) follow relatively aligned trajectories and indicate the existence of a
white matter bundle at this location.
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Table 6 shows that for a BF larger than or equal to two,
the spatial resolution is close to its binned effective pixel size.
However, an effective pixel size of 5.6 µm, i.e. reconstruction
with a BF of three, was too large to resolve the smallest capil-
laries or the previously identified cells. In addition, the borders
of the larger vessels, which remained identifiable, as well as the
borders of the tumor itself and the finer white matter bundles,
were also much less clear.

In order to achieve a crude segmentation of the tumor in the
SDPR dataset, Otsu’s method (Otsu, 1979) was applied to the
histogram, after reconstruction with a BF of eight. The seg-
mentation result, illustrated in Fig. 4, did provide an estima-
tion of the tumor shape and location, but it was not satisfactory
for the entire tumor volume. In particular, it completely failed
close to the container, because of the induced gradient.

Fig. 5 better illustrates the differences between the non-
binned XDGI dataset and the SDPR dataset using a BF of two.
To allow for a comparison, the SDPR dataset was registered
to its XDGI counterpart by means of rigid registration. Due
to the limited amount of spatial resolution, XDGI was unable
to resolve either the smallest vessels or the individual cells, as
seen more prominently inside the tumor. The contrast between
the tumor and the surrounding healthy tissue is superior for the

XDGI dataset, as illustrated in Table 6. The most prominent
difference is the fact that the electron density of the white mat-
ter bundles, indicated by the green-coloured asterisks in Fig. 5,
appears to have changed between the two measurements. In
essence, white matter appears to be less electron-dense than
grey matter in the SDPR and more electron-dense in the XDGI
dataset. In comparison, the site of injection shows less electron
density than the grey matter in both measurements.

To increase the performance of tumor segmentation in the
SDPR dataset, multi-modal information in the joint histogram,
together with the XDGI dataset, was used. This approach
is illustrated in detail in Fig. 6. The joint histogram of the
SDPR and the XDGI datasets was Gaussian-blurred, and then
a watershed algorithm was applied. The red path displayed in
Fig. 6 (a) defines the boundary of the segmented tumor region.
This segmentation result was then applied to the SDPR dataset,
reconstructed with a BF of two. The improvement in segmen-
tation can be seen in the three orthogonal cross-sections in
Fig. 6 (b), where the tumor segmentation result using Otsu’s
method on the SDPR histogram alone (blue path) is compared
to the improvement made by employing a watershed algorithm
to the joint histogram of the SDPR and XDGI datasets (red
path).
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Figure 5
A cross-section of the XDGI (left) dataset compared to the SDPR dataset reconstructed with a BF of two (right), compared to XDGI (left). The green-coloured
asterisks indicate white matter bundles, which appear to be less electron-dense than grey matter in the SDPR measurement, and more electron-dense than grey
matter in the XDGI. The red-coloured asterisks indicate the site of injection, which, conversely to white matter, appears to be less electron-dense than grey matter
in both the SDPR and the XDGI dataset. Bar length corresponds to 500 µm.
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Figure 6
Figure (a) shows the joint histogram of the XDGI and SDPR datasets, reconstructed with a BF of eight of a selected ROI after rigid registration, and corresponding
histograms. Figure (b) shows three cross-sections of the SDPR dataset, reconstructed with a BF of two. It illustrates the superiority of the segmentation based on
joint histogram clustering using watershed transformation (red path) to the segmentation, using Otsu’s method performed on the histogram of SDPR alone (blue
path). Bar lengths correspond to 500 µm.
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4. Discussion

In high-resolution, synchrotron radiation-based tomography,
ring artefacts frequently originate either from particles and
scratches on the scintillator or from improperly functioning
pixel elements on the detector. However, beamline set-ups
nowadays reach a high level of imaging sensitivity especially
when they exploit the coherence of the impinging wavefront at
the position of the experiment. Hence, such imaging setups are
not only more sensitive to density variations within the spec-
imen under study but also inhomogeneities introduced to the
wavefront by the various X-ray optical elements required (such
as beamline exit windows, attenuators). Tails in the point-
spread function of the detector, potential source instabilities
and distortions of the wavefront introduced by the sample itself
therefore can lead to failure of simple flatfield approaches.
Hence, the standard division of the recorded radiographs by
its corresponding flatfield can be insufficient, due to improper
pixel mapping, and thus result in prominent ring artefacts as
displayed in Fig. 1(c). Instead of using standard ring arte-
fact removal algorithms, which are normally applied to the
sinogram or the slice itself, we corrected improper pixel map-
ping at an earlier stage of the reconstruction process, namely
on the projections, using translation registration. All transla-
tions were in the subpixel range. Typically, the shift length
was around 0.2 pixels. One drawback of a flatfield transla-
tion is that it blurs potential rings originating from scratches
or dust particles on the scintillator, which are rigid with respect
to the camera’s sensor. The remaining line fragments can then
easily be removed by subtracting a high-frequency filter aver-
aged projection (Mirone et al., 2014). A further advantage
of this approach over standard techniques applied to the sino-
gram (Münch et al., 2009) or the reconstruction slice (Sadi
et al., 2010) is that it does not treat each slice individually, and
thus it maintains information between neighbouring slices.

After proper reconstruction, both techniques allowed for the
visualisation of brain anatomy, including the cortex, the olfac-
tory bulb, as well as several white matter bundles. The pia
mater and capillaries were also visualised, although small cap-
illaries, together with individual cells themselves, could only
be visualised by means of SDPR. Most importantly for this
study, both methods were able to detect the tumor compared
to surrounding healthy tissue.

Many studies have already proven the superior contrast pro-
vided by XDGI, not only over standard absorption techniques
(Pfeiffer et al., 2007a), but also over in-line phase retrieval
algorithms (Lang et al., 2014), for the visualisation of soft tis-
sues – as also validated by our study. However, in XDGI, the
spatial resolution depends on the grating period of the analyser
grating, and fabricating well-performing gratings with sub-
micrometre periods is a challenging task. As a consequence,
stagnation has been observed in the performance of the XDGI
with respect to spatial resolution. Nevertheless, recent devel-
opments help avoid analyser grating by detecting the interfer-
ence pattern directly with the camera (Zdora et al., 2017). In
this regard, it was also shown that the single-grating set-up can
readily increase the spatial resolution (Thalmann et al., 2017a)

compared to the XDGI. In contrast, in in-line tomography, the
spatial resolution can be increased easily by optical magnifi-
cation. In our study, the smaller effective pixel size of SDPR
allowed for the detection of several anatomical structures that
could not be identified in XDGI. These include vessels smaller
than 10 µm in diameter as well as individual cells, most promi-
nently seen in the tumor itself. In order to make a meaning-
ful comparison regarding the CNR, SDPR data were binned
by a factor, such that the datasets being compared had a sim-
ilar spatial resolution. Even in this case, XDGI still showed
a higher CNR. Nevertheless, the CNR for SDPR in our study
was found to be largely improved by an increased binning fac-
tor, especially for lower BF values, as highlighted in Table 6.
Using a BF of eight even allowed for a rough segmentation
of the tumor, using Otsu’s method, followed by the selection
of the largest connected component, which then can easily be
re-sampled on the reconstructions with a smaller BF (see e.g.
Fig. 4). Thus, despite the limited contrast provided, no sophis-
ticated segmentation algorithm was necessary to get a rough
approximation of the cancerous tissue, though it failed com-
pletely close to the sample holder, due to the induced gradient
at the interface.

The joint histogram in Fig. 6 also leads to two significant
observations. First, as already seen in other studies, there
is a discrepancy in the δ values (Lang et al., 2014; Huang
et al., 2015), which can be attributed to various factors (Lang
et al., 2014). In the SDPR techniques used herein, the con-
dition of a constant δ/β-ratio may be violated to some extent.
This was certainly the case for the container material, where the
reconstructed decrements deviated the most (µSDPR

Container ≈ 3.71;
µDXGI

Container ≈ 5.55). As far as the specimen itself is concerned,
it is also likely that the selected δ/β was overestimated. While
the main component of the specimen is certainly water, its lipid
and protein content may explain the observed difference. Since
XDGI does not depend on such assumptions it is well known
to give quantitative results, the δ values provided by XDGI are
therefore more reliable.

Second, the joint histogram in Fig. 6 also reveals inconsistent
behaviour by the white matter signal between the XDGI and the
SDPR measurement that followed. To investigate further the
origin of this finding, the XDGI measurement was performed
again, using the same setting. Prior to this repeat measurement,
the specimen was embedded in histogel, to allow for easier
storage and handling, without practically altering its compo-
sition. The three peaks for all the main sample components
were then found to be in accordance between XDGI and SDPR,
indicating that the observed difference for the white matter sig-
nal between the two XDGI measurements was caused by an
event in between. A possible explanation for this behaviour
is the well-documented sensitivity of myelin to several factors,
among others, organic solvents and dehydration (Fernández-
Morán & Finean, 1957; Finean, 1960). It is unclear, though,
to what extent the initial XDGI measurement or subsequent
SDPR ones contributed to this effect. This question needs to
be addressed in a further study, to understand better the effect
of synchrotron radiation on myelin-abundant samples.
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The proposed method presents considerable advantages
compared to existing microscopy modalities as far as the size
of the investigated specimen is concerned and due to the fact
that no contrast agent is needed. For instance, two-photon
microscopy using fluorophores offers a penetration depth close
to 1 mm, as seen, for example, in Morales et al. (2012). The
administration of fluorescent probes prior to animal sacrifice is
also associated with leakage from the fragile tumor vasculature
into the tumor interstitium. A similar penetration depth of 1
mm is also offered by confocal microscopy, which has been
used in recent years for ex vivo brain tumor detection (Forest
et al., 2015). Although usable results can be acquired without
any fluorophore, the best results, as well as true cellular resolu-
tion, are only obtained with the use of staining, such as acridine
orange. The need for a fluorescent probe or staining for imag-
ing can be bypassed altogether by microscopy modalities such
as multi-photon excitation of autofluorescence, but the pene-
tration depth is even more limited, namely around a few hun-
dred micrometres (Kantelhardt et al., 2007). In any case, these
microscopy modalities offer at best a penetration depth lower
than 1 mm, which is inadequate for the non-destructive visual-
isation of murine brain tumors.

5. Conclusion

Synchrotron radiation-based phase tomography is a powerful
technique to visualise tumors inside the mouse brain in a label-
free manner. SDPR allows detecting single cells owing to the
spatial resolution provided, here less than 3 µm for the non-
binned reconstructed data. Binning the data by a factor of
twelve, the spatial resolution becomes comparable to XDGI
and the widths of the tissue peaks decreases by a factor of
about three. This improvement is not enough to reach the CNR
of XDGI. Combining the two complementary phase tomogra-
phy approaches to a multi-modal method yields precise tumor
localisation by means of joint-histogram clustering.
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2.3 Phase-contrast imaging and vessel analysis

In order to be able to investigate the structure of a vascular network in its entirety
high-resolution three-dimensional imaging is required. SRµCT has proven itself to be
a suitable imaging technique that allows visualizing the three-dimensional structure
of the vascular network with a spatial resolution capable to resolve even the smallest
capillaries. It has already been successfully applied in absoption-contrast mode for
direct visualization of the vascular network using stainings and corrosion casts [6,7].
A prior investigation of murine colon carcinoma showed the potential of using syn-
chrotron radiation-based in-line phase contrast tomography for the detection of
the vascular network of a tumor in a label-free manner and thereby avoiding both
leaking-related problems and tedious specimen preparation [31]. However, the study
suffered from artifacts, such as for instance numerous non-connected vessel compo-
nents [32]
In this study, we reinforce the potential of phase tomography based on SDPR for the
analysis of vascular structures and tumor vasculature. The approach is benchmarked
by investigating a mouse brain tumor at a true micrometer level. The segmentation
of the vascular network revealed a preferential orientation of the vessels within the
healthy tissue with the bigger ones being parallel one to the other. Contrarily,
the vessels within the tumor showed a more chaotic behaviour. The quantitative
analysis of the segmentation demonstrated that (i) the vessel density in the tumor
was increased by a factor of two, (ii) the averaged radius of the tumor vessels is
slightly larger, (iii) the longest vessels detected within the tumor were three times
shorter, and (iv) tortuosity measures were also found to be increased for the case
of the tumor. The technique enabled for the extraction of the vascular network
including smallest capillaries in a labelfree manner and since the technique is non-
destructive, it allows for subsequent histological analysis.

To be submitted (target Microvascular Research)
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Abstract

The three-dimensional visualization of the vascular network by means of high-

resolution computed tomography is usually achieved by using corrosion casts

or the application of contrast agents. In cancerous tissue, vessel walls can

be damaged and thus allow contrast agents to penetrate into the surround-

ing tissue. Synchrotron radiation-based micro computed tomography in phase-

contrast mode provides sufficient to visualize and analyze the brain tissues in

a label-free manner. In comparison to corrosion casts, phase tomography does

not only reveal the vascular network, but also offers information on the en-

tire specimen investigated, essential for investigating the relationship of tumors

to their healthy surroundings. In the present quantitative phase tomography

study, the capillary network of a mouse brain tumor, grown from injected murine

glioma cells, during 15 days, together with surrounding healthy tissue was recon-

structed, segmented, and quantitatively evaluated. The analysis of the vessel

parameters points to the differences between the vasculature in healthy and

cancerous tissues: (i) the vessel density in the tumor is a factor of two larger,

(ii) the average vessel radius is slightly increased in the tumor, and (iii) tor-

tuosity measures are larger in the tumor with respect to the surrounding tis-

sue. Phase tomography, as a non-destructive technique, permits the subsequent

histological analysis to validate the three-dimensional structural data via the

two-dimensional optical micrographs.

Preprint submitted to Microvascular Research October 3, 2017
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Keywords: tumor, tortuosity, phase-contrast, synchrotron radiation,

angiogenesis, vessel segmentation, bifurcation, vessel diameter, automatic

characterization

Introduction

The concept of anti-angiogenesis as a therapeutic approach for tumor treat-

ment is at least half a century old (Folkman, 1971). Last decade, inhibitors of

the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) have proven to be a useful ad-

juvant in tumor therapy (Jain et al., 2006). Nevertheless, their effectiveness is5

among others, reduced by the fact that in a tumor, there exist at least six differ-

ent vessel types, four of which are absent in healthy tissues (Nagy et al., 2009).

With VEGF, the most promising anti-angiogenic target at the time presumably

only playing a major role for two of the tumor vessel categories, research is on-

going for more therapeutic targets to yield a synergistic effect. In addition to a10

better mechanistic understanding of angiogenesis at a molecular level, improved

micro-anatomical knowledge of the tumor vasculature is necessary, given the

fact that the percentage of existing vessels of different types can be used as a

prognostic factor (Akslen et al., 2011). Furthermore, experimentally determined

parameters are required for the validation of tumor growth simulations, allowing15

to examine the influence of initial conditions and local environment (Cai et al.,

2016).

Towards this goal, visualization of the vessel tree down to the smallest capil-

laries is essential, due to the intrinsic tumor heterogeneity that arises at a genetic

level and is passed down to molecular, anatomical and microvascular levels (Bur-20

rell et al., 2013; Meacham and Morrison, 2013). Heterogeneity is also influenced

by the local tumor micro-environment, leading to an apparently chaotic growth

of tumor structures, including the vessels, which are non-organized, tortuous

and leaky, with a tendency to haemorrhage. The macroscopic tumor structure

therefore consists of multiple domains with characteristic molecular signatures,25

cellular compositions, and consequently specific physiological behaviour. This

2
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situation is well described for several types of cancer, including glioblastoma

(Friedmann-Morvinski, 2014) and breast cancer (Beca and Polyak, 2016).

A suitable imaging method should thus visualize the tumor in its entirety.

Additionally, contrast agents are to be avoided due to the risk of leaking. Finally,30

given that the tumor vascular network is mainly composed of capillaries and

small vessels, with a diameter at the order of 10 µm, true micrometer resolution

is required for the visualization of the entire vessel tree, a task that cannot by

achieved by current in-vivo methods such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

or conventional computed tomography (CT).35

Given the aforementioned requirements, synchrotron radiation-based micro

computed tomography (SRµCT) is a suitable imaging technique that allows to

visualize a complete three-dimensional (3D) structure of the vascular network

with a spatial resolution capable to resolve even the smallest capillaries. SRµCT

has already been successfully applied for direct visualization of the vascular40

network using stainings and corrosion casts (Plouraboue et al., 2004; Müller

et al., 2006).

Without the use of contrast agents, SRµCT in absorption contrast mode

does not provide sufficient contrast for the visualization of non-stained brain

tissues (Schulz et al., 2010). However, for photon energies ≥ 10 keV, and far45

from any absorption edges, for tissues with a low atomic number the total phase-

scattering cross-section can be three orders of magnitude greater than the total

absorption cross-section (Bonse and Busch, 1996; Momose, 2002; Als-Nielson

and McMorrow, 2011) and is therefore preferential for the investigation of brain

tissue. As grating interferometry has not yet provided results with the necessary50

spatial resolution for centimetre-sized specimens (Thalmann et al., 2017a), in-

line phase tomography is preferred here.

Due to propagation distance, the recorded radiographs contain both phase

and absorption information, where the phase information can be interpreted

as the Laplacian of the phase of the wavefront after transversing the sample55

(Cloetens, 1999). In 2002, Paganin et al. (2002) derived an algorithm for phase

retrieval of a single-component material based on the transport of the inten-

3
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sity equation (TIE) (Teague, 1983), under the assumption that he object and

the detector plane fulfil the near-field condition. Despite the fact that the as-

sumption of a single-component material is violated by investigating biomedical60

specimens, the algorithm has proven itself to be also robust for the investiga-

tion of multi-component materials, and soft tissue in particular (Lang et al.,

2014). For energies far from absorption edges the reconstructed refractive index

decrement δ(x, y, z) is proportional to the local electron density.

A prior investigation of murine colon carcinoma showed the potential of us-65

ing SRµCT in phase contrast mode, allowing a label-free imaging of tumorous

tissues and therefore avoiding contrast-agents. The associated leaking problems

are eliminated and the systematic errors introduced by tedious preparation are

reduced (Lang et al., 2012). However, the study itself suffered from artifacts,

including numerous non-connected vessel components (Müller et al., 2012). Re-70

cently, SRµCT with a voxel length of 8 µm has been combined with MRI with a

voxel length of 40 µm in a multimodal approach, but the spatial resolution was

still not capable of uncovering the smallest capillaries or giving a deep analysis

of the tumor heterogeneity (Cebulla et al., 2014).

In this study we reinforce the potential of SRµCT in phase-contrast mode75

for the analysis of vascular structures and tumor vasculature in particular. We

benchmark this approach by investigating a mouse brain tumor at a true mi-

crometer level. We show that the technique enables for the extraction of the

vascular network including the smallest capillaries and thus allows for advanced

tortuosity analysis for the characterization of the vasculature.80

Materials and Methods

Specimen preparation

A nude mouse (CD-1-Foxn1nu, Charles River Laboratories, France) eight

weeks of age, weighting 24 g was used for the experiment. The injection of

murine glioma cells (GL261 cells) into the right frontal lobe was performed using85

a stereoactic frame for head fixation. The animal also received analgesic (Flu-

4
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nixin, 2 µL/g) and antibiotic treatment (Borgal, MSD Animal Health GmbH,

Luzern, Switzerland) for the week after surgery.

In-vivo magnetic resonance experiments were performed using a PharmaS-

can 47/16 MRI system (Bruker BioSpin, Ettlingen, Germany) equipped with90

a 4.7 T magnet with 16 cm bore diameter and a cryogenic quadrature RF sur-

face transmit/receive coil (Bruker BioSpin Ettlingen, Germany). During in-vivo

experiments, the mouse was anaesthetized using isofluorane (1.5 % to 2 %), de-

livered via face mask using a mixture of air and oxygen in a ratio 4:1 and placed

on a customized mouse support equipped with a stereotactic system for animal95

fixation. A cannula for the administration of contrast agent was inserted into

the right tail vein.

The animal was monitored to daily check health conditions following a pre-

defined scoring protocol. All the experiments were performed in strict adherence

to the Swiss law for animal protection and were approved by the local authorities100

(license ZH 168/2010).

At day 15 after tumor inoculation, the mouse was euthanized by cervical dis-

location. The brain was directly extracted and fixed in 4 % phosphate-buffered

formaldehyde. Subsequently, it was scanned using the PharmaScan 47/16 MRI

system with a resolution of 0.1 mm x 0.1 mm x 0.7 mm to localize the tumor po-105

sition. A 3D navigation system based on augmented reality was developed and

used for high precision sample extraction (Schneider et al., 2015). A cylindri-

cal brain tissue sample including as much cancerous tissue as possible, together

with healthy regions, was extracted using a sterile hypodermic needle with an

outer diameter of 3 mm and was 4 % phosphate-buffered formaldehyde.110

Data acquisiton

In-line single-distance phase-contrast based (SDPR) SRµCT was carried out

at the beamline ID19 (ESRF, Grenoble, France). The measurements were per-

formed at a sample-detector distance of 202 mm. Over the range of 360°, 2000

equiangular radiographs were acquired using the FReLoN E2V (ESRF, Greno-115

ble, France, lens-coupled to a scintillator screen), at an effective pixel size of

5
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1.87 µm. The exposure time per radiograph of 0.2 s resulted in a total acquisi-

tion time of around 27 minutes per height step. Because of the chosen effective

pixel size, two height steps were necessary to image the entire sample. They

were combined by translation registration using nearest neighbour interpolation.120

The phase retrieval itself was performed in ANKAphase (Weitkamp et al., 2011)

with a δ/β-ratio of 1546 corresponding to the ratio of water for photons with

an energy of 19.6 keV.

The sensitivity which is required of the employed beamline setups to per-

form such measurements, also turns the imaging system more susceptible to125

inhomogeneities introduced on the impinging wave fronts, that can result in

severe ring artifacts. For artifact removal in the reconstruction process we fol-

lowed the ring artifact removal proposed by Thalmann et al. (2017c), which

partially removes potential artifact sources already in the projections by using

translation-registration of the flat-fields and therefore maintains more of the130

true information of the projection. The translation registration itself was per-

formed using ITK (2017). The subsequent reconstruction of the corrected phase

projections was performed using the standard filtered back-projection algorithm

(Kak and Slaney, 1988) implemented in MATLAB®(2016a, The MathWorks,

Inc., Natick, Massachusetts USA).135

The specimen was also measured by X-ray double grating interferometry.

The phase grating g1 had a periodicity of 4.8 µm and a Si structure height

of 23 µm and thus induced a phase shift of π. The analyser grating g2 had a

periodicity of 2.4 µm and an Au structure height of 50 µm. The experiments were

performed at an inter-grating distance of 465 mm, corresponding to the eleventh140

fractional Talbot order. Over the range of 360°, 1000 equiangular radiographs

were recorded. For phase retrieval, the phase stepping technique (Weitkamp

et al., 2005), with four images over one period of the interference pattern at each

projection angle was used. The detection system (FReLoN 2K, ESRF, Grenoble,

France, lens-coupled to a scintillator screen (Douissard et al., 2012) operated145

with an effective pixel length of 5 µm and was placed around 3 cm downstream of

grating g2. The exposure time per image was 1 s resulting in a total acquisition

6
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time of around 3 h. For measurement, the specimen was placed around 10 cm

upstream grating g1 in a tank with parallel polymethylmethacrylat plates filled

with distilled water to increase sensitivity. Phase retrieval using Fourier analysis,150

and subsequent reconstruction using a Hilbert transform in combination with a

back-projection algorithm (Pfeiffer et al., 2007) was performed using in-house

scripts in MATLAB® (2016a, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts

USA).

After the tomography measurements, the specimen was dehydrated in as-155

cending ethanol solutions, transferred to xylenes and embedded in a paraf-

fin/plastic polymer mixture (Surgipath Paraplast, Leica Biosystems, Switzer-

land), according to standard pathology protocol. By means of a microtome,

sections 4 µm thick were produced, mounted on glass slides and stained with

haemtoxylin and eosin (H&E). The obtained slices were scanned using a micro-160

scope slide scanner (3D Histech Panoramic MIDI, Sysmex Suisse AG) with an

effective pixel size of 243 nm.

Image segmentation and analysis

Although phase tomography provides superior contrast compared to the ab-

sorption modality, vessel segmentation by simple thresholding is not feasible.165

Thus, more sophisticated segmentation tools are required.

Vessel segmentation and analysis was performed within the framework pro-

vided by (TubeTK, 2017). In order to call the final segmentation algorithm

which not only segments but also directly labels the vessels, a vessel probability

map has to be calculated.170

In 1998, (Frangi et al., 1998) proposed a multiscale vessel enhancement filter-

ing method based on the eigenvalues λ = (λ1, λ2, λ3) of the 3D Hessian matrix

(Sato et al., 1998), where the return function is a probability of whether a

voxel belongs to a vessel. Frangi et al. (1998) proposed the following vesselness

7
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function of the scale s

V0(s) =





0 if λ2 > 0 ∨ λ3 > 0(
1− exp

( R2
A

−2α

))
exp

(
R2

B

−2β

)(
1− exp

(
S2

−2c

))
otherwise

where the ratio RA = |λ2|/|λ3| allows to distinguish between plate-like and

line-like features. The ratio RB = |λ1|/
√
|λ2λ3| accounts for deviation from

blob-like structure, however is not capable to distinguish between line- and

plate-like features. S denotes the Frobenius matrix norm of the 3D Hessian

matrix, i.e. S = ‖H‖F =
√∑

j≤D λ
2
j for the second order structures. α, β and175

c are thresholds controlling the sensitivity of the line filter to the measures RA,

RB and S. The sign of the eigenvalues λ2 and λ3 reflects whether dark vessels

reside in a bright background or vice versa. Finally, the vesselness measure is the

maximum value of the vesselness function within a given range smin ≤ s ≤ smax.

For the preliminary segmentation, the Gaussian smoothing 3D multiscale180

Hessian-based filter from the open-source library (ITK, 2017) was used. Some

compromises to the scale range were necessary and the scale was thus chosen

from 1 to 15 voxels (∼1.8 µm to 25 µm). The parameter α = 0.5, β = 0.5 were

selected to extract the existing tubular structures and the parameter c = 5

accounted for the noise. The histogram of the resulting vesselness distribution185

showed an exponential decay. The cut-off vesselness for the data binarization

was chosen approximately 0.7 % of the maximal vesselness for the healthy tissue.

Since the chosen threshold was rather small, other structures were detected

as well, e.g., single cells. However, exploiting the fact that vessels, due to

their connectivity, contain a lot of voxels the binarized image was labelled by190

a connected component filter and every structure which was smaller than 1000

voxels was removed from the segmentation.

Within the tumor the segmentation was more tedious, as the recorded phase

signal was increased in comparison to the healthy tissue, due to the numerous

cells within the cancerous tissue. In order to be able to segment the vessels from195

the surrounding tissue the cut-off vesselness for the tumor had to be increased

to around 1 % of the maximal vesselnes. Furthermore, all voxels within the

8
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vesselness image, which yielded a refractive decrement δ ≤ 7.5 were set to zero

before removing all objects smaller than 1000 voxels.

The correctness of the segmentation was verified by visual inspection, more200

precisely, by overlaying the resulting segmentation over the tomogram using

Slicer (Kikinis et al., 2014). The binary image was converted to a nonzero data

set for the final analysis performed in (TubeTK, 2017) by adding Gaussian noise.

For the analysis, a region of interest of approximately 4 mm3 was selected.

Tumor localization was performed by joint-histogram clustering of the two ac-205

quired phase tomograms (Thalmann et al., 2017b).

Results

Interpretation of phase tomography data using histology

Fig. 1 shows a cross-section through the tumor investigated (left), along with

a related histological slice (right), at a plane that is titled approximately by 25°210

with respect to the sagittal. The olfactory bulb, identified at the bottom left of

the section, can be used for relative orientation. The contrast in the reconstruc-

tion is sufficient to distinguish between cancerous and healthy tissues. Along the

tumor borders, several white matter bundles are visible. The tomography data,

does not only allow distinguishing between gray and white matter, but also to215

identify individual cells and capillaries, with the results of SDPR being verified

by histology. The tumor is preferentially expanded into the gray, rather than the

white matter. The increased µCT signal within the cell-dense tumor originates

from the fact, that cell nuclei are high-absorbing in µCT, appearing as very

bright spots for a pixel size around 1 µm (Hieber et al., 2016). Nevertheless, it220

is often challenging to distinguish between a cell and a capillary cross-section in

the two-dimensional representation, even within the healthy tissue, hence using

the three-dimensional information is necessary. Comparison of the µCT scan of

the formalin-fixed specimen to the histological section also reveals a size reduc-

tion at the order of 35 % induced by the dehydration and paraffin-embedding.225
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The amount of shrinkage matches the expectations presented in the literature

Gundersen et al. (2013).

Differentiation between tumor and healthy brain tissue

Fig. 2 shows the segmentation of the vascular network obtained by means of

a 3D multiscale Hessian-based filter. Within the healthy region, vessels follow230

a preferential orientation, with the bigger ones being parallel one to the other.

Contrarily, a hierarchy of vessels is less visible in the tumor and vascularization

is shown more interconnected and chaotic in nature.

*

* *

*

* *

Figure 1: Side-to-side view of a µCT slice (left) and a corresponding H&E histological section

(right). Several white matter tracts (green-colored asterisks) can be seen around the borders of

the cell-dense tumor (red-colored-asterisk). The region of interest (ROI) used for the analysis

is indicated by the blue rectangle. The scale bar in both images corresponds to 500 µm and

reveals a 35 % shrinkage of the specimen that occurred between the formalin-fixed (left) and

the paraffin-embedded (right) state.
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Figure 2: This figure illustrates the performance of the 3D multiscale Hessian-based filter for

vessel extraction, applied in a box of dimensions 1.4 mm × 2.0 mm × 1.3 mm Observe the

ordered vessels in the healthy region, which show a preferential orientation, while the vessel

tree within the tumor appears chaotic.

Parameters of the vessel system

After segmentation, a quantitative description of the vasculature was per-235

formed and the folllowing distance and tortuosity metrics were investigated:

Number of vessels per volume (T/V), vascular volume fraction (Vo/V), aver-

aged radius (AR), path length metric (PLM), sum of angles metric (SOAM),

distance metric (DM), inflection count metric (ICM), τ4 metric (T4M) defined

as the sum of the norm of the curvature vector divided by the path length, and240

the percentile 95 metric (P95M) defined as the value for which 95 % points have a

smaller curvature vector norm (TubeTK, 2017; Bullitt et al., 2005). The results
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listed in Tables 1 and 2 were achieved by taking the median of the calculated

measures for the individual vessels. Structures with an averaged radius ≤1 µm

where excluded from the analysis, as they could not correspond to vessels.245

Vessel density

The vessel density was increased within the tumor in comparison to the

healthy brain, i.e., the density of detected vessels was increased by 63 % and the

density of vessel voxels by 43 %. This is also in accordance with the visualization

in Fig. 2, where the vessel density in the tumor appears to be more dense.250
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Figure 3: Histogram of the calculated average radius for vessels within the healthy (blue)

and cancerous tissues (red). The histogram is normalized by the total number of detected

vessels for each region. The average radius was slightly larger in the tumor with respect to

the surrounding healthy tissue.

The analysis of the radius shows an increase of the averaged vessel radius

within the cancerous tissue by 5 %. In addition, for both regions investigated
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there are only a few vessels with a radius larger than 6 µm, as illustrated in

Fig. 3.255
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Figure 4: Histogram of the vessel length within the healthy (blue) and cancerous tissues

(red). The histogram is normalized by the total number of detected vessels for each region.

The vessels within the tumor are hardly longer than 200 µm.

The analysis showed that average vessel length tends to be slightly shorter

within the tumor compared to the healthy brain, see Table 1. Furthermore, the

histogram displayed in Fig. 4 shows that within the tumor there were practically

no vessels longer than 200 µm.260

Vessel tortuosity

All tortuosity metrics were increased for the tumor in comparison to the

healthy brain. The most significant difference was observed for the ICM, which

was almost doubled within the tumor. Fig. 5 shows the dependence of T4M on

the vessel path length, where the absence of longer vessels results in a cut-off265

length of around 200 µm. The figure indicates, that longer vessels appear to
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Table 1: Median values of the calculated vessel density and length parameters for healthy

tissue and tumor. The calculated parameters are: Number of vessels per volume (T/V),

number of vessel voxels per volume (Vo/V), averaged radius (AR), and path length metric

(mPLM).

T/V Vo/V AR PLM

[10−6] [10−4] [µm] [µm]

Healthy 4.42 3.74 3.69 27.69

Tumor 7.22 5.32 3.82 24.07

Table 2: Median values of the calculated tortuosity parameters for healthy tissue and tu-

mor. The calculated parameters are: Sum of angles metric (SOAM), distance metric (DM),

inflection count metric (ICM), τ4 metric (T4M), and percentile 95 metric (P95M).

SOAM DM ICM T4M P95M

[rad/µm] [-] [-] [µm−2 ] [µm−1 ]

Healthy 0.09 1.05 3.34 4.26 0.49

Tumor 0.12 1.10 6.31 4.61 0.66
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Figure 5: T4M metric plotted against the path length for the healthy (blue) and cancerous

tissue (red). Observe the cut-off around 200 µm in the case of the tumor.

have a reduced mean local curvature.
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Discussion

We have successfully applied SRµCT for the visualization and characteriza-

tion of a tumor vessel tree, along with the vessels of the surrounding healthy270

tissue. Our method requires practically no additional processing after standard

formalin fixation and can thus take place immediately after excision. We have

also demonstrated that it is perfectly compatible with standard histology that

can be performed afterwards, but also brings the added advantage of avoiding

strong tissue shrinkage and deformations due to dehydration and paraffin em-275

bedding. Artefacts induced by sectioning and staining, that are often prevalent

in histological slices, are also avoided. In-line phase tomography also elimi-

nates the usage of contrast agents or the need for approaches such as corrosion

casts. Such a label-free approach does not suffer from artefacts due to contrast

agent leakage, that are a common occurrence for damaged tumor vessel walls280

when investigated by standard absorption µCT. Compared to corrosion casts

that only allow for the visualization of the vascular network, phase tomography

offers a far superior insight, by providing information on the entire specimen

investigated. For instance, anatomical localization is much more precise, cell

density can be quantified and other findings such as haemorrhage or oedema285

can be determined. Among the phase tomography modalities SDPR was chosen

as, after ring artifact removal, it provided tomograms with sufficient contrast

and adequate spatial resolution for the extraction of the vessel tree down to the

smallest capillaries.

Intensity thresholding was insufficient for the segmentation of the vascu-290

lar network, especially inside the cell-dense tumor. Therefore, a 3D multiscale

Hessian approach was selected owing to its proven effectiveness in vessel seg-

mentation (Frangi et al., 1998; Lang et al., 2012; Preim and Botha, 2013).

The largest vessels were neglected for further analysis, because they were

partially filled with remaining blood making the segmentation challenging. In295

addition, these large vessels were not in the focus of the study. Even with-

out contrast agent at all, connectivity of the segmented vascular network was
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present, see Fig. 2. However, for the smallest capillaries image contrast was

weak. The vessel wall cells as well as the haemoglobin content are presum-

ably the two main sources of contrast. Thus, thin walls and little amount of300

blood might be the underlying reason for the occurrence of weak contrast for

the smallest capillaries. These vessel segments were removed from the analysis,

when all objects smaller than 1000 voxels were removed, which was necessary

to eliminate individual cells. Contrarily, in this manner, the resulting connec-

tivity of the vessels could be readily improved. The exclusion results in the305

overestimation of the averaged radius and an underestimation of the vessel den-

sity. Indirectly, it also affects the other averaged values calculated. The non

detected vessels are expected also to have a short path length. In order to verify

the meaningfulness of our data we plotted the results against the path length,

see supplementary material. There are no sudden changes within the given dis-310

tributions and only a little number of outliers. Within the tumor the situation is

even more challenging. Due to the higher cell density, the vessel contrast within

the tumor was weaker and, therefore the segmentation was impeded within this

region and the percentage of detected capillaries was reduced, see Fig. 1.

After segmentation, the 3D vectorization provided by the framework of Tu-315

beTK (2017) was performed to allow for the extraction of the quantitative pa-

rameters. Vectorization was less successful for the larger vessels within the tu-

mor. These vessels showed irregular cross-sections, combined with non-uniform

phase signal within their lumen. As a result, some of them where erroneously

detected as multiple vessels. This error results not only in an underestimation320

of the averaged radius and an overestimation of T/V, but since these tubes

are artificially generated, they affected all calculated averages. It is assumed,

that they did not affect the analysis significantly due to their limited number.

In addition, several vessels showed a radius smaller than 1 µm. These vessels

were considered artificial and excluded from the analysis. The lower contrast325

for small vessels did also generate discontinuities in the vessels causing the algo-

rithm to label the separated vessel segments differently. Thus, for some vessels

chord- and path length gets underestimated, and thereby also affects the related
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tortuosity measures. All the above mentioned occurrences are presumed to be

limited and therefore the comparison of the calculated parameters derived for330

the tumor with respect to the surrounding tissue is expected to meaningful.

The averaged vessel radius was slightly increased within the tumor, in accor-

dance with the literature (Jain et al., 2006). The vessel number density (T/V),

as well as the number of vessel voxels (Vo/V) were also increased within the

tumor by a factor of about 1.5 and thus indicate increased microvasucularity335

within the cancerous tissue.

All tortuosity measures were also found to be larger for the case of the tumor.

The findings displayed in Fig. 5, which shows a reduced mean local curvature

for longer vessels can be directly observed in Fig. 2, where within the healthy

brain the larger vessels appear parallel to each other and show a preferential340

orientation. Due to the small distance between nearest bifurcation points there

should be no space for high-frequency wiggles to develop. Such wiggles would

drastically increase DM, which was not observed, and thus, underlying the above

statement. Contrarily, the increased ICM (Bullitt et al., 2003, 2005) by a factor

of about two indicates an increased occurrence of inflection points for cancerous345

vessels.

Conclusions

Phase tomography is a powerful approach for the analysis of the vascular

network, down to the smallest capillaries. It is a label-free approach and does

not suffer from artefacts originating from castings or stainings. The technique350

is non-destructive and therefore allows for subsequent histological analysis. The

quantitative evaluation of vessel parameters revealed the absence of longer, ori-

ented vessels within the tumor, compared to the surrounding healthy region.
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Figure 6: The histogram of SOAM (top) and the distribution plotted against path length for

healthy tissue (left) and for cancerous tissue (right).
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Figure 9: The histogram of P95M (top) and the distribution plotted against path length for

healthy tissue (left) and for cancerous tissue (right).
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49

3 Conclusions

The experimental data demonstrate that synchrotron radiation-based phase tomog-
raphy is a powerful technique to visualize a mouse brain in a label-free manner.
The contrast of the phase tomography techniques SDPR and XDGI was sufficient
to resolve numerous anatomical microstructures within a mouse brain. To take ad-
vantage of the SDPR images, which exhibit a much higher spatial resolution than
XDGI data, prominent ring artefacts had to be removed. The detection of individual
cells and the segmentation of the smallest capillaries without employing any con-
trast agent was only possible using SDPR. The subsequent analysis of the segmented
vascular network showed meaningful results for tortuosity measures and vascular-
ization. Thus, we could demonstrate, that SDPR can depict angiogenesis of mouse
brain tumors. Nevertheless, tomograms with an increased spatial resolution are ex-
pected to allow for a better distinction of the vascular network from the cell-dense
surrounding tissue within the tumor.

Tumor segmentation can be tedious due to insufficient contrast or artifacts such as
container-induced gradients. The complementarity of tomography modalities can
be exploited to master these challenges and to improve the image analysis. More
precisely, joint-histogram clustering based on registered data simplifies and improves
tumor segmentation in comparison to thresholding, such that a tumor inside the
brain can be localized with micrometer precision in a label-free manner.

From the increase in spatial resolution by a factor of two of XSGI with respect to
XDGI, we can conclude that as long as the contrast in the XSGI tomograms is
sufficient to recognize the anatomical microstructures of interest, XSGI is preferred
over XDGI. Furthermore, as the analyzer grating is omitted, XSGI overcomes the
limitation in spatial resolution present in XDGI. It should be noted, that simple
optical magnification will only work to a limited extent, as deflection of X rays to
neighbouring pixels causes phase wrapping artifacts. Finally, XSGI is a trade-off
with respect to spatial resolution and quantitative characterization.
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